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We are HPZS
• Chicago-based, Woman-Owned Design Firm
• Historic Preservation + Sustainability
• Adaptive Reuse Experts at the nexus of our built 

past and a technological future

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are interested in how to make existing buildings resilient in the face of our changing climate
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CLIMATE EDITION

• What are the opportunities to make meaningful, incremental 
change at the building level that impacts larger scale 
development? 

• How do we “makeover” our existing buildings?
• How does public/affordable housing provide a platform for 

resilient design strategies?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ve always wanted to use this platform of extreme makeover – because some of what we are dealing with are extreme circumstances.We need to change our approach to respond to current and future threats.How do we respond to terrorism? Extreme weather events and sea level rise due to Climate change?  Population growth? Violence? Affordability? We need an extreme makeover – we need rather though, instead of razing that building, we need to model it on the episode of using what we’ve got and giving it new life in the face of adversityThese are the questions I’d like to try and answer today
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Sustainable Design VS Resilient Design for Existing Buildings

• Sustainable Design: Ecology/Energy – Resource-driven
• Resilient Design: Vulnerability/Durability – Time-driven
• Climate Adaptive Design – Subset of Resilient Design
• Convergence Opportunities - Redundancy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In looking at sustainable design, as it relates to existing and new buildings, the focus is really on ecological benefits and energy efficiency of the new structure or renovation. But with resilience, what we are really looking at is how to design for the known vulnerabilities so that the building is durable. Its this endurance over time that is a key factor that separates resilience from the sustainaibity we have come to embrace in the past 15-20 years.Where the two come together is really a sweet spot – where redundant systems are designed to feed each other, and waste loops closed such that the building either develops a self sufficiency, reducing its reliance on outside provision of emergency systems or municipal influence. This is where we want to go.We’ve seen this in new construction….
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I want to go to there.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve seen much of this convergence (sustainability + resilience) in designs for new construction.Resilient, sustainable design is often thought of in terms of a zoomy, modern futuristic approach, where the design is responsive to all variablesIt’s beautiful and restorative, and seems far away and unreachable without a big budget and frankly significant resources.I would like to go to there, but, what’s the pressing issue, the one that must be dealt with is how we deal with our existing building stock.I’ve felt in particular, since our firm does a lot of work in existing buildings, in Chicago, and for public housing authorities, a great case study would be to look at how public housing can be retooled for our future, given it’s significance in major urban areas, the time during which many of these buildings were built now positions them as vintage structures in need of an extreme makeover to allow them to be resilient in the face of our changing world.
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Goodbye, old.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, rather than knock it down….



Hello, new!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Or just build it new, because its easier, but not necessarily cheaper….



I’m new and amazing!
My green roof will solve

all the problems!

Hello, new!
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Don’t mind me,     
I’m just a sad,

old building.

I’m new and amazing!
My green roof will solve

all the problems!

Hello, new!
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Make the old new again.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why don’t we work to make the old new again?This is a development, Dearborn Homes, we started working on in ______, a site of 16 buildings and over ______ residents. We were able to take a vintage housing development and begin to give it a more beautiful appearance, and a site design that stitched the buildings together in order to start to create a more cohesive safe community.And we are still working on it today. Through increments, we’ve been making this existing structure more resilient—and we’ll talk about this in more detail as we go.RELATING PRACTICE TO DESIGN (-- Dearborn homes example – renovation over many years (earliest iteration)Talk about what we are doing in our practice that relates to resilient design - making that jump from sustainable to resilient design Why we care about resilient design and how it relates to existing buildings How responding to climate change and what steps we are Taking to protect the integrity of retrofitting old buildings and infrastructureMaybe get into what the differences between resilient design and climate adaptive design
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Presentation Notes
So I’d like to step back and talk a little about what Chicago is doing in relation to resilience. And then go back to Dearborn homesChicago is the third most populous city in the United States, an important cultural and economic center, and a bustling transportation hub. However, the city faces the challenge of an unequal distribution of resources and access to professional opportunities. Chicago has been working to map and analyze local neighborhoods with a focus on vulnerable populations. Officials have also been promoting a strategy focused on high-quality science, technology, engineering, and math education as a pathway to strengthen the city’s digital manufacturing sector and its middle class.Chicago is developing plans to engage communities more effectively in infrastructure design, including water management. As a city that also faces severe weather, Chicago has developed preparation and response plans for blizzards, emphasizing strategy and coordination among various agencies. Flooding is also a challenge, and while the city has begun to plan ways to divert water from high-flow areas, it still needs to increase infrastructure capacity to deal with the amount of water that falls on a regular basis.Resilient design is becoming a particular importance to our firm as it relates to work we do an existing buildings and aging infrastructure as per Chicago's public housing portfolio
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62,000 
Families & 
Individuals

X 2.5/avg = 
155,000 
people

Out of 2.7M 
= 5-6% of 

total 
population
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The challenges of retrofitting New York City’s multifamily housing stock against future climate threats, including the potential effect on the city’s limited stock of affordable housing, are examined in a report by the New York University Furman Center, a MacArthur grantee. The report finds storm-proofing and retrofitting older buildings will be particularly challenging. New York's shortage of affordable housing may make the direct and indirect costs of retrofitting difficult to bear given that the majority of units in flood-prone areas are either rent-stabilized or receive a government subsidy to provide affordable housing.
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What’s next? What are our opportunities? How do we Shift our thinking and policies as they relate to existing buildings and affordable housing?Consider the followingUN statementJean Carroon – book – AIA grassrootsStop grandfatheringHousing Authorities responsibility
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What’s next? What are our opportunities? How do we Shift our thinking and policies as they relate to existing buildings and affordable housing?Consider the followingUN statementJean Carroon – book – AIA grassrootsJean Carroon, FAIA, LEED FellowPrincipal - Design, Preservation and Sustainability goody/Clancy��not popular to talk about it, but we cannot consume our way out of the mess that our throw away society has created.Consumption and waste have brought us where we are, and our built environment is the most responsible for this cycle. We must focus on existing buildings in order ultize the resources we already have invested in, rather than continue to consume raw materials and produce carbon emissions related to to new construction.Stop grandfatheringHousing Authorities responsibility
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stop
grandfathering
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stop
grandfathering

Thank you!
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grandfathering

Thank you!

April Hughes, AIA, NCARB, LEED AP 
Owner, Managing Principal

ahughes@hpzs.com
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